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Patent Attorney Qualified, Software, London, c. £85,000
A role for an IT specialist patent attorney working with, and solving problems for, 
many of the largest software companies in the world.  The role is internationally 
focused and many of the challenges you will face will be developing defensive 
and offensive patent strategies in conjunction with your clients.  You may gain 
involvement in international litigation both as support or more active 
involvement.  With some major recent client acquisitions this position is pretty 
rare in that the commercial opportunities that will be available to you would be 
difficult to find elsewhere.

Part Qualified Patent Attorney, Chemist/Materials Scientist, South
Work with a Partner who is keen to develop his practice by growing his team.  
He facilitates staff development through giving autonomy on some very 
interesting work.   Given the nature of your likely portfolio you could become a 
resident expert within the firm which should allow for significant opportunities 
as your career develops. The firm are a growing force in the sector, have a 
great mix of local direct clients, big international companies and as a 
consequence a pretty vast variety of work for you to get involved with.  

Engineering Patent Attorney, London, £70-£80,000
Automotive, aerospace, oil and gas, start ups, large international companies, 
big UK businesses, universities, technology transfer, drafting, prosecution, 
due diligence, FTO, oppositions, oral proceedings. Plenty of variety here.  You 
will also be put on a pathway to Partnership via an innovative support 
structure that will give you the skills you need to get the best chance to 
progress.  The firm listens to its staff so you will enjoy active involvement in 
the development of the firm over time.

Qualified Patent Attorney, Electrical Engineering, London, Up to £100,000
Achieve a great level of financial reward if you have experience enough to work 
autonomously and the confidence to develop strong working relationships with 
clients helping them to develop their patent portfolio.  Ideally you will have a 
fairly broad technical background – not too electronics, not too engineering but 
somewhere in between.  The work varies a fair amount so a good all rounder is 
what’s required.

Biotechnology, Qualified Patent Attorney, London, Up to £80,000
Join a leading biotechnology practice with a portfolio that includes a great 
deal of contentious work.  This excellent firm has been growing rapidly and 
should be able to offer fantastic career development potential for the right 
applicant.  They work with many of the largest biotechnology companies in 
the world and certainly encourage their attorneys to be very involved in the 
sector, via conference attendance and networking.  They are very down to 
earth with a casual work environment and a 21st century philosophy.

Part Qualified, Patent Attorney, Telecommunications, London, £45,000
Telecommunications but with breadth.  You won’t get stuck prosecuting the 
same boring things over and over again with minor tweaks.  Given this firm’s 
pretty broad client base you should get good variety and a mix of challenges 
to face.  They also have a fluid structure that allows attorneys to get 
experience of working with different people on different types of work.  Their 
training is amongst the best with a near perfect pass rate.

Electronics, Part Qualified Patent Attorney, London, Up to £45,000
A firm that not only excels at training but also is keen that its attorneys get a fully 
rounded experience.  They’ll ensure that you will know how to draft and 
prosecute a patent of course but will also give you a taste for contentious and 
highly commercial work.  You will speak to clients directly, many of which are 
household names, as well as some smaller very dynamic businesses including 
VC backed start ups.  The work mix is pretty broad from software to control 
systems and telecommunications.

Finalist Patent Attorney, Electronics/Physics, London, Up to £60,000
Don’t want to wait for those last examinations before you move? Worried that 
you won’t get the same financial opportunities if you move now than wait until 
the results next year?  This firm has it sorted – they’ll guarantee your salary 
once you qualify but pay very well in the interim so you can improve your lot 
now without waiting.  Added to this, given the pace at which their growing, the 
opportunities in the medium and longer term seem really rather fantastic.

Patent Attorneys x2, Engineering, Scotland
Work with a cutting edge engineering portfolio with a highly entrepreneurial 
client base.  You will be as much an IP Advisor and commercial strategist as 
you will a Patent Attorney and hence the role will really suit someone who wants 
to be involved with their clients when they make key decisions for their 
businesses.  The requirements are relatively flexible, candidates from finalist up 
to several years post qualified will be considered.

Patent Attorney, Qualified, Electronics, Engineering or Physics, London, 
Up to £90,000
A broad mix of work and Partnership opportunities might be a driver for joining 
this firm. They want attorneys who will contribute to the development of the 
practice via training less experienced staff and working with the Partners on 
key initiatives.  There is also the opportunity to earn a considerable amount of 
money.  They have one of the best bonus schemes in London and are 
amongst the top 5% of firms when it comes to base salary.
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